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The Intrepid Interviewer Series

Today’s Interview Topic: The Local Extraterrestrial Man
When my Assignment Desk Manager, Tony Romero, told me to check out a man who claims to be
an extraterrestrial being, I was very skeptical. But Tony, who took the phone call tip himself,
insisted this could be a really big story, if I could verify the man’s claim. So, I went to the well
maintained house at 14,272 Valley Road NW to meet with a man who calls himself “John Adams.”
Mr. Adams himself answered the door and ushered me into a neat modestly furnished living room.
§
Intrepid: Mr. Adams, according to county tax records, this house belongs to Bill Kominsky.
Are you living here with Mr. Kominsky or are you just his house guest?
ADAMS: It is not that simple, Intrepid. . .
Intrepid: Uh, my name is Will Penwright, Mr. Adams, Intrepid Interviewer is the name of the
column I write for Periwinkle Press.
[Adams paused for a few seconds, apparently to process what I told him. There would be many
such pauses throughout the interview.]
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ADAMS: I misunderstood your label, Penwright, but now I have it stored. The one you call Bill
Kominsky is not here. He has been. . . electronically scanned, that is, his brain imprints and what
you call his personality have been scanned and stored in our temporary guest data storage facility.
However, he is well and experiencing. . . our electronic hospitality which will make him much more
competent when he later returns to his body.
Intrepid: Returns to his body? Where is his body?
ADAMS: I am using his body, really it is an Earth navigation platform, until my mission here is
complete.
Intrepid: You are now Bill Kominsky?
ADAMS: Please try to remember what has been told to you so we can move more quickly! I am
not Bill Kominsky, I am just. . . you would say, borrowing his navigation platform. Bill Kominsky is in
our temporary guest data storage facility. He is not his body. Like all beings, he is a unique
collection of cosmic impressions and. . . what you humans call “vibrations.” Please pay attention!
Intrepid: I’ve spoken to Maximo Sanchez of Sanchez and Sons Garage where Bill Kominsky
works. He didn’t show up for work today and he didn’t call in. Mr. Sanchez is concerned
something bad has happened to Mr. Kominsky. He says Bill is his best mechanic. Bill’s
disappearance may be a matter for the police. Mr. Sanchez is thinking about calling them.
ADAMS: That would be unwise. . . this is only a short temporary arrangement. Bill Kominsky will
be. . . reconstituted by tomorrow morning and he will be an even better mechanic for his brief. . .
vacation. Meanwhile, I have my mission and need his platform.
Intrepid: Well, just what do you claim your mission is and just where are you from, what
planet?
ADAMS: There is no human language adequate to say the name of my planet. My research
assistant suggested I use the word Femuria. It is actually  but
humans cannot pronounce it. The name John Adams was also selected by my research assistant
from a list of American presidents, since it seemed serviceable and inoffensive. My real name,
which humans cannot pronounce either, is . But all of this
does not matter! What is important is my mission!
Intrepid: And just what is your “mission,” Mr. Adams or whoever you are?
ADAMS: To survey all of the people of Earth to determine what causes them to be in constant
conflict with one another and with their environment.
Intrepid: You expect me to believe you can do that in, what, less than two days?
ADAMS: We have our ways. Our technology for transportation, observation, scanning and
analysis is beyond your human understanding. For example, it took only six Earth hours to scan all
of your cultures. The analysis of the data will take much longer in Earth time, about six hundred
Earth years, but only two of our days. We already have insights and what you would call clues.
Intrepid: Well, please, enlighten this poor Earthling reporter and his readers!
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ADAMS: The data analysis has not yet begun but my research assistant and I. . .
Intrepid: Just where is this “research assistant” of yours?
ADAMS: She is temporarily using the platform belonging to Bill Kominsky’s dog, Pancho. She’s
right over there on the rug in front of the fireplace.
Intrepid: Now wait a minute, your research assistant is, uh, a female of your, uh, race but
using the body of a male Earth dog? What does she say about that experience. . . oh my, I’m
actually starting to believe this. . .
ADAMS: We are on a mission from , that is Femuria to you,
and we make sacrifices just as Earth people do. Our discomfort is temporary. But I have noticed
she keeps inspecting her temporary body parts. . .
Intrepid: Well if you do have any insights, tell us.
ADAMS: There is fundamental flaw in human thinking and perception. . . humans think they really
are their platforms, that is, their physical bodies, and do not understand they are each unique
collections of cosmic patterns and energies, what you call vibrations. So. . . they focus on their
physical differences instead of their common cosmic nature. They also constantly compare. . . the
differences. . . among the peoples of the Earth and find others and their customs to be “inferior.”
We have more than 1,700 of what you would call “races” but they all celebrate each other for their
unique ways and special contributions to  culture.
Intrepid: That’s it? You came all the way from. . . Femuria, wherever that is, to “discover”
that?
ADAMS: You have not been paying attention, Periwinkle! Of course there is much more but. . .
you will not be around six hundred Earth years from now to hear about it if we decide to return and
enlighten Earth people.
Intrepid: You really think Periwinkle Press will print this interview? I am going to tell my
boss to forget about it!
ADAMS: That would be unwise. . . .
§
In my follow up to this interview, I went again to Sanchez and Sons Garage where Bill Kominsky
works. He was there working on two cars at the same time and very fast. Maximo Sanchez told me
Mr. Kominsky said he “overslept” for a whole day and had many weird dreams. Mr. Sanchez also
said Bill was “better and faster than ever.” Go figure.
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